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POEMS
Gorgeous Glory
*************************
My smile can create an oasis in the desert
It can give subsistence to trees in the forest
It can be the sweet song of a cuckoo at rest
Reverberating chorus of mountains at crest
My smile can wipe from eyes tears of sorrow
Allaying apprehensions fuelled for tomorrow
It comforts wailing hearts with healing power
It causes genuine joy to all with its splendour
My smile can enliven a rainbow in cloudy sky
Enthralling all aesthetic eyes with grace high
It can cause the cloud to greet me with rain
Offering remarkable relief to adversity’s pain
The sun at dawn smiles at me bright-eyed
At dusk he bids an adieu to me sad-eyed
The moon sends beams to kiss me in style
She feels sad to be out of my glowing smile
How does my dark colour cause repulsions
When my splendid smiles cause attractions
The stars at night twinkle to study my story
God dwells in my heart in all gorgeous glory
@ ManthenaDamodara Chary
All rights reserved
Date: 08-02-2017

History of Hypocrisy
********************************
How can history be a wealth of pride
When poor people are taken for a ride
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All rulers allowed cruelty to take stride
The Divine Law was indeed kept aside
Many sweet smiles flourished in bloom
Were plucked to in cruel ways for gloom
Grief grinds all glistening lives with doom
Our history never shows significant boom
People were buried alive to live in tombs
Christs were crucified in mothers’ wombs
Devilish despots slayed people as lambs
Many lovely lives were ended with bombs
They were against the Almighty in thought
They changed many people’s thinking a lot
Constructing large temples without devotion
Their plunder went on without any objection
We still repose faith in treacherousleaders
Thinking that they are all our future leaders
They are very sinful inside and holy outside
They always turn all our lives down upside
The world radiates resplendent splendour
When all peoples cherish smiles of wonder
Let us strive to keep selfish leaders asunder
To keep all our prosperity away from plunder
@ ManthenaDamodara Chary
All rights reserved
25-01-2017

Masterprice
*******************
Master your talent to be a monument
Making an event out of each moment
Momentousness can be a movement
Multiplying mirth as accomplishment
Structure splendour with your rapture
Gorgeous grandeur is a good capture
Smiling slender creates a rare wonder
Striving keeps gruesome grief asunder
Consistent conceptions create calm
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Consummate cordiality foster charm
Felicitous feelings are rarely uniform
Exquisiteness employs its final form
Let us be messengers of world peace
Ending ongoing conflicts at great pace
With genuine generosity’s gleamy grace
Ecstatic existence can be a masterpiece
@ManthenaDamodara Chary
All rights reserved
08-02-2017

A Fountain of Feelings
**********************************
My passions weave a garland of dreams
My dreams cherish all gleaming streams
Emotions embrace ecstasy in moorings
Dancing glances stance in the mornings
Bliss blossoms into all buoyant beam
With the currents of feelings in bloom
Encharming entwined bodies in gleam
Lofty love hugs its consummate charm
Romance resumes record-setting spree
Hitting a new goal with a glance in glee
Lovely look leads to an existence lively
Fuelling fantasy’s fabulous flight fairly
Lovers can access the edges of eternity
Acquiring a new sense to life in modernity
Sustaining gorgeous grandeur in certainty
Let us go ahead in lives with magnanimity
@ManthenaDamodara Chary
All rights reserved
09-02017

My Scintilla Story
**********************************
Basking in our ancestors’ glittering glory
I captivate a vision of scripting my story
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Illustrious images jostle for eager entry
Embarking on all exploration in mystery
Crowded visages often cloud my mind
Choices are not within reach of the find
Time ticking never finds my picking blind
Crowding clamour pilfers peace of mind
Resplendent refuge is glory of my lineage
Each image is stored for fantastic foliage
My part in genealogy conveys a message
Idiosyncrasy is quit for a collective image
My story is not superior to collective glory
I am contented with my part in whole story
@ManthenaDamodara Chary
All rights reserved
Date:30-12-2016

Omnipotence
********************
Bestower of gorgeous gift of spiritual strength
Benefactor of the entire world at great length
Blissful donor of contentment as rarest wealth
Proud presenter of purity as essence of mirth
Let us undertake actions under your influence
Multiplying genuine joy of people for existence
Generosity glistening marks all our subsistence
Ending apprehensions with opulent confidence
Let us heal all the festering wounds of hearts
With our consummate compassion in all parts
Let us end all perverse attacks of envy's darts
Rendering assistance to creatures of all sorts
Energize us with all your enormous enthusiasm
To establish peace in the universe with altruism
Let us widen wisdom to propagate monotheism
Ending all human conflicts with humanitarianism
@ManthenaDamodara Chary
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Oratory of Serenity
******************************
Dreams dwelling dry
On the brink of despair
Can be dazzlingly damp
Sprouting in all splendour
With blooming bowers
Blossoming flowers
Smiles stunningly sheeny
With glistening grandeur
Savour serenity’s flavour
Favouring many a lover
Leaping in strides of joy
With oratory of silence
Tremendous tapestry
Is woven into chemistry
Of two entwined bodies
Love glances in mystery
With a fresh leaf of history
Love’s scintillating story
Treasures mirth’s memory
@ManthenaDamodara Chary
All rights reserved
Date: 02-02-2017

